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ABSTRACT: Due to the rapid societal, political and economical changes from traditional to modern and the
decreasing availability of wood, temple buildings in Taiwan are unlikely to be constructed in traditional manner. To maintain traditional imaginal identity of a temple, reinforced concrete construction is normally applied
to the simulation of wooden framework. It is interesting to know how a traditional master carpenter, the planner and constructor de facto, adjusts himself for modern change in temple building production. To approach
this issue, this paper is attempted to focus on the working drawings prepared for temple buildings by a traditional master carpenter in Taiwan, Shi Kunyu (1919- ), which convey the construction message and the dimension of the building as a whole and its parts, in order to examine how a traditional temple form is formulated by
Shi with a mixed method which combines traditional building craftsmanship with reinforced concrete system.

INTRODUCTION
Information
Local temple buildings in Taiwan strongly adhere to traditional appearance as a result of timber structure in
modest scale. However, due to the rapid societal, political and economical changes from traditional to modern and the decreasing wood resources, they are no more likely to be constructed in traditional manner. To
maintain traditional image for religious and cultural identity, reinforced concrete (or RC) construction is normally applied to the simulation of wood framework. In confrontation with this situation, the traditional master
carpenter, the planner and constructor de facto of temple buildings, is forced to undertake a sort of transformation. It is interesting indeed to know about how a traditional master carpenter adjusts himself for modern
change in temple building production. To approach this issue, this paper is attempted to focus on the working
drawings prepared for temple buildings by a master carpenter in Taiwan, Shi Kunyu (1919- ). Shi is now ninety
years old and his vocational career covers the periods of societal and political rapid transition from Japanese
colonization (1895-1945) to Republican Chinese governance, marking the early phases of modernization in
Taiwan. He served his traditional carpentry apprenticeship in his teens under a traditional master from mainland China. Then he worked as a journeyman for several years, during which time, he had joined Japanese
contractor on building projects all over the island, and he learned the skill to prepare modern working drawing
and, with it, modern building skill from Japanese draftsmen. After the Japanese withdrawal from Taiwan, and
with the economic recovery of post WWII era, Shi integrated his traditional craftsmanship with his modern constructional skill to work as a temple builder. Normally, he was entrusted by the sponsor to prepare his design in
the form of scaled working drawing and organized the necessary workforce to put into practice. So, the drawings are invaluable in that they convey, apart from others, the construction message and the dimension of the
building as a whole and parts and are worthy of close examination. This paper will particularly review the
drawings Shi had prepared for the projects he worked throughout his lifelong vocational career. Through the
drawings, it is intended to examine how a traditional temple form is formulated with a mixture of construction
methods combined with traditional building craftsmanship and modern construction system.
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So far such an interesting issue remains initiative in Taiwan, though this kind of temple can be found in every
part of this island. About the general scene of this building trade in Taiwan, the master’s thesis by Hsu, Yi-Hung
(Hsu 2008) and the conference paper by Zeng, Jizheng and Xue, Qin (Zeng ; Xue 2008) are the only literature
to consult. As for the works and career of Master Shi, Kunyu, Chiou, Bor-Shuenn has undertaken a three-year
study commissioned by the Council for Cultural Affairs of Taiwan, and resulted with volumes of report (Chiou,
et al. 1997 & 1998). This paper is based on these original materials and would hopefully shed light on an unusual aspect of the construction history in Taiwan.
A PANORAMA OF TEMPLE BUILDING MODERNIZATION IN TAIWAN
Traditional architecture in Taiwan was mainly derived from the south east part of mainland China, whose construction is a combination of timber framework and bearing wall-see Fig.1. This is particularly reflected in temple buildings, which even need plenty of wood and skillful carpentry.
The temple is built on stone stylobate (foundation) with brick bearing walls on three sides (or two sides except
for the back) and a wood frame for the front and interior, inclusive of columns, roof components and brackets.
The wood frame goes both longitudinally and transversally. The longitudinal (front) frame is composed of shouliang (life tiebeam), wanfang (small curve tiebeams) and diedou (piling-up wood bracket blocks). The transversal frame is either composed by the construction system of chuandou (column-and-tie) or tailiang (columnbeam-and-strut), sometimes in combination with the application of wanfang and diedou, and is the major
part of wood frame, using the biggest timber with the most delicate craftsmanship.
The transversal frame combines vertical columns and horizontal beams, of which the chuandou system uses
rectangular–sectioned tiebeams and round- or rectangular-sectioned columns, and the columns with plinth
usually stand direct on the stylobate and support the purlins. Instead, the tailiang system uses round tiebeams
and round columns, and except for the two end (side) columns, the rest columns are short, standing direct on
tiebeams to support purlins. The short columns (or struts, tongzhu) are shaped into the form of jianfengtong
(pointed front cylinder) or guatong (cylinder in pumpkin or papaya shape) with diedou and other parts, such
as jishe (purlin supports in the shape like the chicken tongue), shumu (binding wood), etc. In some sense, the
tailiang system, which allows freer interior space, could be regarded as an advanced version of the chuandou
system.

Figure 1(left): Various roof types of traditional Taiwanese architecture; (Hsu 2008); Figure 2 (right): Various eclectic types of transversal frames; (Hsu 2008); (BW: bearing wall).
With the decreasing supply of timber and the introduction of reinforced concrete system to Taiwan during
Japanese rule (ca. 1908), the traditional temple construction was gradually transformed in one way or another. This approach lasted for a long period of time, well after the World War II, and remained unchanged until 1990s when wood frame components were available again from mainland China.
The manners of transformation could be described as follows.
I. Eclectic types of transversal frame in the tailiang system
a. Basic type: the wood of side columns and the major tiebeam in-between are replaced with reinforced
concrete, and the rest frame above the major tiebeam is simplified and replaced with a brick bearing wall
to support purlins.
b. Arched type: the wood of side columns and the major tiebeam in-between are replaced with reinforced
concrete, and the rest part is replaced with an arched bearing wall to support purlins.
c. Basic type with wooden brackets: wooden brackets are built in the bearing wall to help supporting purlins.
d. Basic type with mold stucco frame: a mold stucco (mixed with cement) frame is built in the bearing wall of
the basic type to simulate the traditional wooden frame.
e. Special type: the bearing wall of the basic type is hollowed to shape a special pattern.
All five types are exemplified in various cases of various times -see Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: The combination of wooden components with RC frames in three types; (Hsu 2008).
II. Combination of wooden components with RC frames
In some restoration or amendment cases, often for adapting old parts to new constructions, there is the necessity to combine wooden components with RC frames. Generally, there are three types of combination.
a. Singular components, such as columns or gutter beams, are products of reinforced concrete. The rest re
mains wooden.
b The structural members of the transversal frame are products of reinforced concrete. The rest remains
wooden.
c. All the structural members of the building, including columns, major tiebeams and shouliang are products of
reinforced concrete, thus forming a three-dimensional structural framework. The rest remains wooden -see
Fig.3.

Figure 4: Types of simulation of transversal wooden frames in RC; (Hsu 2008) (BCS: beam-column system).

Figure 5: Types and dates of various ceiling constructions with zaojing; (Hsu 2008) (zaojing: waterweed well cupola).
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III. Delicate simulation of the whole set of wooden frame in RC
With the improvement of making skill, simulation of traditional wooden frame in reinforced concrete deviated
from simple bearing wall system and, in one way or another, imitated the wood craftsmanship in detail – see
Fig.4.
a. Basic type: beam-strut-and-column system
The basic type of wooden frame simulation in RC is a combination of basic horizontal components with basic vertical components, i.e. beams, struts above beams, and columns. Sometimes, even purlins are simulated in RC. The section of all these components can be either rectangular or round.
b. Improved basic type:
More elements are added to the basic type to make it look more like a wooden frame: (1) Clay decoration
is added at the meeting point of beams and struts;(2) mold elements, in imitation of shizuo (strut support in
the shape of a lion, placed at the meeting point of beams and struts), shumu (binding wood, curve tiebeams between struts or between strut and column) and shusui (accompaniment of shumu), are added.
And, sometimes the struts are shaped into a combination of guatong, diedou, and jishe; (3) Wood carving
decorative elements are added; (4) RC slope beams are used to connect struts and support the roof. With
the use of RC slope beams, the transversal frame could be simplified into a combination of column-major
tiebeam-middle strut-slope beam, or even a combination of column-slope beam. The combination of column-slope beam would allow more spacious interior.
All the above types refer to the transversal frame. Longitudinally, the shouliang, wanfang and diedou are also
simulated in either RC or mold cement.As for the interior, traditional temples are occasionally furnished with
ceiling. If it is the case, two types of ceiling are applied. For the most sacred area, zaojing (waterweed well
cupola, normally octagon or round) is used; otherwise, pingqi (paneled or lattice ceiling) is used. To accommodate the zaojing set, an opening or a recess has to be arranged to provide enough acceptability. For a
multi-story building, the lower story only allows the furnishing of pingji. When simulated in RC, this is especially
the case – see Fig.5.The building of traditional temples are planned by master carpenters who, according to
the requirement of patron, planned the disposition, dimension, and magnitude, and spatial layout, and organized a workforce (including carpenters, stone masons, brick layers, painters, stucco workers, etc) to execute
the work of construction. Initially master carpenters were invited from mainland China until the late nineteenth
century, when native master carpenters gradually took over the role, as the Japanese rule did not allow close
cross strait interaction. After the World War II, some architects stepped in temple building trade, and with the
application of reinforced concrete system, many others also participated in temple design, provided they are
able to prepare design drawings -see Tables 4 &5.
THE WORKS AND DRAWINGS BY SHI KUNYU
Shi Kunyu did not start his career as a temple builder until the end of World War II, though he had been an established carpenter by then. In the beginning, he joined the amendment or extension works for existing temples and later on, he was able to provide design drawings for amendment or for new buildings. In amendment
works, he often applied old parts to a new integration. For some temples he designed newly and was in
charge of construction. Some were designed by him, but not realized at all. Some were designed by him but
not built accordingly, whereas he was entrusted with part of the furnishing. Some were designed by him but
built according to an alternative scheme by others. Later he was invited back to solve the difficulties upon realization –see Fig.6.
Table 1(left): Transition of material usage for structural components in temple construction;
Table 2 (right): Transition of designers and characteristics of Taiwanese temple buildings; (Zeng ; Xue 2008).
date

foundation

column beam wall

date

designer

characteristics of design

before stone
stone
1950s beaten earth brick
wood

wood

stone
brick
wood
earth

before 1.traditional
1950s master carpenters

1.following architectural tradition
of ancient China
2.following Chinese traditional
principles of fengshui & customs

1970s

stone
RC

stone
brick
wood
RC

wood
RC

stone
brick
wood
RC

1970s

1.traditional
master carpenters
2.architects
3.temple designers

1.in growing Taiwanese temple
style
2.RC temple style
3.decorative elements industrialized

since
1990s

RC

stone
brick
wood
RC

Wood stone
RC
brick
wood
RC

since
1990s

1.traditional
master carpenters
2.architects
3.temple designers
4.others

1.versatility of temple style
2.multiple space usage
3.transition of decorative materials
4.interaction with the temple
building trade of China
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He also designed many built-in shrines for temples and was in charge of construction. Table 3 shows the temples he had a hand in construction or furnishing and Table 4 shows a list of designs drawn by him. The earliest
work he did started from 1959, then 40 years of age, and the earliest drawings he prepared was in 1971, about
12 years later. The preparation of drawing might denote his status as a master carpenter, whose career was
quite compatible with the general context of temple building trade in Taiwan, which we have seen in the panorama section.
Shi Kunyu has kept about 100 pieces of temple scaled drawings of his own design in about 20 sets. Some sets
are very complete, including foundation plan, floor plans, roof plan, elevations, sections, furnishing. Others are
but furnishing designs, such as those for built-in shrines or zaojing. His drawings are working drawings de facto.
For example, the transversal section of the middle bay of Shuntai Abode ( Set N of Table 4, prepared in
ca.1987) is very illustrative – see Fig.7. This 1/20 scaled section drawing shows the building from footing to the
roof top. The footings are placed on the bed of rocks and are connected by underground beams. Most components are of reinforced concrete. Wooden components are few, such as those shown with diagonal sections. This middle bay of the building is divided transversally into two parts: the front porch on the left and the
main chamber. The front porch indicates the entrance with a pair of buzhu (stride columns, only one visible in
this drawing), allocated at a third of the depth of the porch from the front edge of the stylobate. There is not
eave column; instead, a diaotong (an overhung cylinder with lotus head) is installed, supported by the bracket arms stretching out from the buzhu. The side wall of the porch has a lion statue on top and the former one
third of its inner surface is decorated with stone carved panels, and the latter two thirds are for an arched access, with a rectangular recess on top. The menzhu (door column) accepts the insertion of the front door
frame of the main chamber and the butong (stride tiebeam) with tongsui (the wood carving accompaniment
under the stride tiebeam) cross the buzhu and the menzhu. On the top of the butong are two shizuo which
support two layers of curve tiebeams, interlocked with two bracket blocks beside the bracket arm (shown with
its diagonal section), jishe and two purlins below the roof slope slab. The menzhu and the neizhu (inner column)
of the main chamber are bridged by three tiebeams in layers below up: tatong (the major tiebeam), ertong
(the second tiebeam) and santong (the third tiebeam). The datong is inserted into the columns and placed on
the queti (supplementary corner supports) in the shape of a dragon fish, and interlocked with two guatong,
which support the ertong. Again, the ertong is interlocked with another pair of smaller guatong, which support
the santong. The santong is interlocked with another and the smallest guatong. All five guatong support the interlocked pile of bracket arms and blocks and eventually support the purlins below the roof slope slab. There
always are shumu (actually made of RC) transversally connecting two guatong or one guatong and menzhu
(or neizhu). The neizhu and the back wall are connected by another tiebeam with a strut which supports a
purlin. Another diaotong is supported by bracket arms, stretching out from the back wall.
Table 3: Temples with works designed and executed by Shi Kunyu; (Chiou, et al. 1997).
Set
A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Name of tem- The parts designed or realized by Shi Kunyu
ple（location)
天后宮（鹿港） The back hall: built-in shrines in the middle and side
bays; five doors; the pingji of the side bays; courtyard;
pond; blind gate-tower; the incense burner in the
middle bay; bell & drum towers.
The gate over the square of the temple front.
雙慈宮（里港） 1. amendment of the shrine of the front hall.
2. amendment of the woodwork and the built-in shrine
of the back hall.
鎮瀾宮（大甲） Five built-in shrines.
寒林寺（斗南） Three built-in shrines on the upper floor.
保安宮（竹山） The shrine of the middle bay.
新豐宮（高雄） Shrines; zaojing.
太極恩主寺（彰 Five doors; pingji; the built-in shrine of the middle bay.
化）
孔子廟（台中） The built-in shrines of the back hall; the woodwork of
the wing buildings.
浩天宮（梧棲） Three built-in shrines of the main hall.
祿清宮（沙鹿） All wood furnishing including doors and worship tables.
鳳朝宮（鹿港） The restoration of the entire building.
泰安宮（鹿港） The entire new building.
代天府（鹿港） The entire new building.
台灣民俗村大廟 Design; part of woodwork.
（花壇）
安聖宮（桃園） The entire new building compound.

date

Duration of work

1959

8-9 years
(discontinuously)

1966

1. 1 year
2. 1 year

1965-71
1968
1974
1975
1.1971
2.1983

6 years
1 year
1 year
4 years together
1 year

1977
1979
1986-87
1988-89
1991-96
1992-97

1 year
3 years
1 year
1 year
4 years
6 years

1996

Under plan
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Table 4: List with dates of temple drawings by Shi Kunyu; (Chiou, et al. 1998).
Set
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W

Name of temple（location）
紫微宮（草屯）
太極恩主寺（彰化）
北極先天朱王廟（彰化北港）
顏厝元帥公廟（鹿港）
白沙坑明聖宮（花壇）
湳尾觀音佛祖廟（彰化）
浩天宮（梧棲）
某廟（鶯歌）
祿清宮（沙鹿）
景靈宮（鹿港）
通天府（秀水）
鳳朝宮（鹿港）
寶林寺（烏日）
順泰宮（鹿港）
紅毛井新建媽祖廟（沙鹿）
海清宮（台西三條崙）
泰安宮（鹿港）
代天府（鹿港）
賴宅祖厝（台中）
護安宮（鹿港街尾）
台灣民俗村大廟（花壇）
南泉宮（鹿港）
安聖宮（桃園）

Drawing date
Ca.1971
Ca.1975
Ca.1975
Ca.1977
1980
1980
Ca.1980
Ca.1980
1982
1984
1985
1985
Ca.1986
Ca.1987
1987
1987
1989
1990
1991
1992
1992
1993
1996

remark

realized

realized
realized
realized

Figure 6: The most spectacular temple drawing Shi has made, for the Taiji Enzhu Temple (Set B of Table 4) in
1975. The temple was eventually built according to an alternative scheme by others. Later he was called back
to solve the difficulties upon realization. Besides, he was entrusted with part of the furnishing; (Chiou, et al.
1998).
Longitudinally, as indicated by the section of components, there are two lintels crossing the buzhu: one is
shouliang, the other is below the roof slab. There is a combination of douzuocao (bracket block supports with
grass patterns) and consecutive wanfang inlaid between the lintels. There are four lintels crossing the menzhu.
A figure panel is inlaid between the lowest two lintels. The rest spaces between lintels are also inlaid with the
combination of douzuocao and wuwan separately. There are three lintels crossing the neizhu. The lower space
between lintels is inlaid with a figure panel and the upper space is again inlaid with the combination of
douzuocao and wuwan. As can be seen from the drawing, most components, including columns, footing,
tiebeams, purlins, and roof slabs are of reinforced concrete and the steel bars for them are distributed
properly.
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Another piece of drawing by Shi Kunyu is an interior furnishing design: the built-in shrines for the Daitian Palace
(Set R of Table 4) -see Fig.8. This piece of drawing consists of the plan, the elevation and the section of the
shrines, where are to settle statues of deities. They are completely wooden and made in traditional manner.
Comparing with an entire building design, Shi has more opportunities to put them into practice. So, most Shi’s
executed works are built-in shrines.

Figure 7: Transversal section of the middle bay of Shuntai Abode (Set N of Table 4) by Shi Kunyu in ca.1987;
(Chiou, et al. 1998).

Figure 8: The drawing for the built-in shrines of the Daitian Palace (Set R of Table 4), by Shi Kunyu in 1990;
(Chiou, et al. 1998).
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Figure 9: The zaojing (waterweed well cupola) design for the Ziwei Abode (Set A of Table 4) by Shi Kunyu in
ca.1971; (Chiou, et al. 1998).
The other furnishing piece is the zaojing design for the Ziwei Abode (Set A of Table 4) -see Fig.9. This zaojing set
is wooden, fixed to a reinforced concrete ceiling grid above the central worship space in front of the built-in
shrine. It is an octagon cupola, composed of repetitive bracket blocks, bracket arms, and shizuo. The apex at
the centre is decorated with the pattern of the Trigrams and the term Taiji (the Great Primordial) and the four
corners are decorated with the pattern of a bat, symbolic of blessing.
Thus, Shi’s designs encompass the entire temple building, from the structure to the furnishing details. He would
direct his workforce to put the designs into practice. He applies RC construction mainly to the structure of the
building, but also to other components. If timer and stone are available, he would rather construct in
traditional manner.
CONCLUSION
Being the oldest master carpenter in existence, Shi is nostalgic for old values. Although learning to cope with
reality, he highly regards the construction in traditional manner with traditional materials. The temple design
with RC sometimes devaluates his status as a traditional master carpenter. However, the construction of RC
temple buildings keeps going in Taiwan. As the clients are enthusiastic for magnifying the building to glorify the
deities in a rapidly changing society for economy and efficiency, it is almost unlikely for the temple building
trade to return to tradition. In this regard, Shi’s contribution deserves respects. His works and drawings denote
an important place in the transitional process of modernization of traditional temple building construction in
Taiwan.
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